
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On 26 July, in conjunction with EITA staff 

returning to work after the lifting of EMCO, 

feeling blessed EITA took the initiative to launch 

the Bamboo Bank donation drive.  

This special CSR event is very much a Thanks-

Giving opportunity and to PLANT THE SEED of 

loving kindness within every EITArian. It is our 

wish that each and every one of us continues to 

NURTURE THIS SEED of love and thereby help EITA build a CARING CULTURE that is beneficial to all.  

Every day we should take a moment to reflect - to not take things for granted and 

to give thanks. We should consider ourselves fortunate and be grateful as EITA 

continues to persevere and holds steady during this challenging pandemic period. 

With the fast-track vaccination program organized by EITA, for sure fellow 

EITArians are indeed thankful to get themselves protected quickly.  

Lastly, whenever you see a Bamboo Bank, do SPARE A THOUGHT about the people 

undergoing hardships – do SPARE A FEW COINS. 

Besides, donations being dropped into the Bamboo Bank container placed at various offices, as many staff 

were still working from home, direct donations were also accepted. In total, RM5,579.00 was collected 

from staff and management. 

For this unique launch and on this particular 

day ONLY, EITA Resources committed to a 

10x contribution on the amount donated by 

the staff. Thus, in turn EITA Resources 

donated RM55,790.00. Thank You and “Gan 

En” to everyone! 

The final total of RM61,369.00 from this 

Bamboo Bank event were then donated to 

Tzu Chi in support of their charitable 

activities. Notably, during this challenging pandemic crisis, Tzu Chi has been carrying out numerous 

welfare activities, especially to hospitals (medical equipment, PPE, beds, care packages and others) and 

needy folks (food aids). 
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Here’s the background story to the Bamboo Bank. It began in 1966 when a group of housewives in Taiwan 

saw many people suffering in their village. They were sad and concerned. Then, their spiritual teacher 

(founder of Tzu Chi), Master Cheng Yen had an idea – if they just save 2 pennies from their grocery fund 

each day and made a vow to do good deeds daily - a lot could 

be accomplished over time. Inspired, each housewife took 

home a coin bank made out of bamboo. The coins which they 

drop into the bamboo banks were just not money – they were 

essence of their CARING LOVE and GOOD WISHES. 

 

CARING CULTURE message from Mr. Fu,  

“It is the same story now. Many people are facing great 

hardship during this troubling and prolonged Covid-19 

pandemic. It is not how much we give, it is about 

awakening and instilling the essence compassionate love 

in us to help our fellow suffering Malaysians as best we can 

and within our capabilities. So, when you drop your coins 

into the Bamboo Bank – do say a blessing or prayer as the 

sound made by the coins will help radiate our message of 

CARING LOVE and GOOD WISHES.  

 

Also, I would encourage your family, relatives 

and friends to join us on this journey to make 

our world a better place. It does not have to 

be a Bamboo Bank only, as long we can help 

someone in need, we are showing 

COMPASSIONATE LOVE. We can make a 

DIFFERENCE. If the housewives in Taiwan can 

do it, EITA can do it also!” 


